Repeated investigations show that the best-known name in plumbing is Crane. Because of this recognized preference, you will find that many of your clients will be better pleased if you specify Crane plumbing and heating in the homes you are planning. To the architect, the selection of Crane plumb- ing not only gives better assurance of client satisfaction, but it also assures years of trouble-free service.

PLUMBING

The Crane line of plumbing is complete, offering everything necessary for homes, hospitals, schools, industrial plants and public buildings. Only the finest materials are used in the production of Crane plumbing and the same care in manufacture, the same rigid inspection, characterize every Crane fixture regardless of price.

PIPING

One important phase of Crane quality that should not be overlooked in the specification of any plumbing or heating system is the pipe, valves and fittings. Crane is the largest manufacturer in the world of valves and fittings, and the high quality of Crane equipment in the piping of systems you specify is essential if these systems are to work satisfactorily year in and year out.

CRANE COLORED FIXTURES

Crane fixtures are also available in attractive pastel colors which permit a wide variety of decorative schemes. Crane Colors are fused into the smooth glaze of the fixtures and possess the uniform quality, universal brilliance and attractive appearance that have made Crane the choice of all who desire colored fixtures. Consult your Crane representative for actual samples.

HEATING

Whatever the choice in heating, you can look to Crane for all components. The Crane line includes complete equipment for hot water, steam, or warm air systems—to burn any fuel—coal or coke—oil or gas. Recently introduced is Crane’s new baseboard panels illustrated and described on page 146. This new type heating has demonstrated its economy and practicability in actual installations across the country and may be recommended to your clients with absolute assurance.